Why Cutera?

Cutera is a leading provider of laser, light and energy-based technology. Headquartered in the San Francisco Bay Area since 1998, Cutera is publicly traded on the NASDAQ with an excellent reputation for best-in-class customer service.

- Powerful aesthetic systems to meet your practice needs
- World class engineering from the pioneers of CO₂, Nd:YAG and YSGG laser technology
- Safe, effective and easy-to-use
- High return-on-investment
- Outstanding clinical training and service support

“The Xeo has all the laser and light devices we need on one system. Whether it is skin improvement or vascular issues, I can precisely select and control the parameters and customize each treatment. We can also easily upgrade for an incremental cost when new technology becomes available.”
—Maritza Perez, MD, Dermatologist, New York, NY

“The Cutera Excel V Laser has fit beautifully in my practice. As a practicing dermatologist, I pride myself on buying equipment that is state of the art, makes business sense for me and that gives my patients a high level of efficacy and safety.”
—Mary Lupo, MD, Dermatologist, New Orleans, LA

“The Cutera truSculpt system delivers the hard to achieve combination of deep heating, patient comfort and control – all in one easy-to-use device. TruSculpt uses breakthrough RF technology to non-invasively heat subcutaneous tissue anywhere on the body.”
—Barry DiBernardo, MD, medical director of New Jersey Plastic Surgery, Montclair, NJ
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Multiple Technologies, Maximum Flexibility, Workhorse Capabilities

- Customizable to fit your practice
- Upgrade path to expand as your business grows
- Safe, easy-to-use and profitable
- Most demanded aesthetic applications, including:
  - Skin types I to VI
  - Fractional and ablative skin resurfacing
  - LimeLight, Laser Genesis, Titan, and ProWave

Control Around Every Curve

- Non-invasive body treatments
- Proprietary RF technology
- Treat all areas of the body, large and small
- Comfortable treatments at therapeutic temperatures
- Safe, simple, easy-to-use

Everything Vascular at Your Fingertips

- Professional laser system treats full range of vascular conditions
- Dual wavelengths (532 nm & 1064 nm)
- High peak power, allowing high-energy, short pulse treatments
- No costly consumables
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FDA and Health Canada cleared for deep tissue heating and the temporary reduction in the appearance of cellulite.